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HEALTH & SAFETY

Lighthouse Safety Training

Lighthouse provide health & safety training and advice for
companies in a diverse range of industries throughout the UK.
We run various courses regularly in our training centre in
Rainham, Kent. We are also happy to travel to your location
if suitable facilities are available.
Parking directions: Follow the A2 into Rainham High Street
turn into Station Road (downhill) and cross over the railway
crossing; a pay and display car park is on the right hand side.
(approx £4.00 a day).
Walking directions from the car park: Uphill over the railway
crossing, 1st left into Solomon Road, 1st right into Ivy Street we
are 200 metres up on the left hand side.

Consultancy details on website or call

01634 260 631

A Leading Light in Safety
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Consultancy Services

Site Inspections
Site inspections are currently a large part of our consultancy
role here at Lighthouse. When we perform site inspections on
our clients behalf, this shows our clients that they are actively
monitoring their employees and this could potentially gain
further work.
We carry out visits for our clients both in principal contractor
and sub contractor roles, covering London and the South East,
often going further afield as required.
Our site visits are generally accompanied by the site manager
or supervisor in charge or the sub contractors operatives,
looking at both documentation on site and the

Our health & safety consultancy advisory
service aims to highlight to our clients the
dangers of, and the legal requirements,
that govern their work.
Our approach is friendly, proactive and supportive of our clients
needs. While on site we remain mindful that we are representing
our clients and therefore we remain thoroughly professional and
offer appropriate and balanced advice.

activity and hazards.
Site visits are documented on our structured
tablet inspection form, which can be adapted
to any workplace as required.
The site inspection report will include
photos and will be provided by email
to the designated contact; and in
most cases sent at the end of the
visit whilst on site.
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Consultancy Services

Consultancy Services

Monthly Retainer

per month

£100

Daily Rate

£375
Non Retained Client £400
Retained Client

This entitles you to use our company name
for the purpose of your competent consultants
required by Regulation 7 of The Management
of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999,
companies need to demonstrate that they have
access to competent health & safety advice.
This service is accompanied by
• Certification and CVs of key personnel from
Lighthouse Safety staff
• Advice as and when required
• Work required that does not take longer than 2 hours
• 10% discount on future courses

This would be charged when work is completed
on behalf of yourselves for example:
• Policy and procedure creation and or review
• Assistance in method statement and risk
assessment creation and implementation
• Assistance in creating construction phase plans
• Site visits / inspections / due diligence checks
• Fire risk assessments are charged separately and
are dependent on size of the building and or site
• Premises risk assessments
• Tool box talks
• Assistance in SSIP accreditation

www.lighthousesafety.co.uk

Warning you of the unseen dangers that are hidden below the surface

TESTIMONIALS

“

“

Lighthouse Safety carries out our site H&S inspections. They make
4 visits every month and programme to attend the necessary sites on
a suitable rota. They meet on site with our site manager or supervisor
to discuss any H&S issues and then carry out a site inspection.
The following day a report is sent to us in an easy to follow format
indicating all aspects of the site H&S commenting on good and bad
practices. If anything is discovered to be a H&S problem the report
indicates this and advises what should be done to rectify. If this action
is to be carried out by us or our employees then Lighthouse help with
any implementation required. We have found the inspections to
be a valuable tool for monitoring our site safety and we now issue
them to our customers as part of our monthly returns. Our customers
are impressed by the pro-active attitude that the reports portray.

“

David Wilkins, Wiltech Engineering Ltd

“

Lighthouse Safety’ carry out regular weekly checks on site for the
Gravel Hill project (part of 6 projects under the Scape framework)
to ensure compliance with both Legislation and Company Policy.
Lighthouse Safety are not only detailed within their audits but
also extremely helpful with problem solving on site. They offer
a rounded approach to each site which in turn allows the projects
to reach the most practical and safe solutions to all operations.
I have found the Lighthouse Safety team both helpful and
pro-active in their approach and would recommend their
knowledge and insight across all forms of construction.

“

Ben Bateman, Willmott Dixon

Lighthouse Safety provides Watkins M&E Group with health and
safety consultancy and site inspection services. We have found that
they provide diligent and thorough inspections in accordance with
Watkins policies and procedures. Key areas of inspection has
included documentation, site conditions, environmental, waste
and occupational health. I personally have found they provide
practical advice based on sound technical knowledge.

“

Marc Harris, C. Watkins Plumbing Ltd

“

The service provided by Lighthouse Safety has transformed the Lucas
Safety management systems and brought about an exceptional standard
of safety within the Lucas organisation. Andrew Price and his team are
extremely hands-on and proactive, but more importantly for a contractor
very, very practical and prepared to work with our teams to ensure the
right outcome on site. The professionalism that has been brought to
our safety management system with Lighthouse is truly exceptional
and in the last year alone we have seen a workforce engagement
programme be rolled out with a proper training scheme for our
operatives, our entire set of toolbox talks upgraded to the latest safety
standards set by CITB and a whole professional approach of safety
management including site visits, audits and inspections.
All in all, I couldn’t do anything other than highly recommend this
organisation for any business looking to raise the bar and set the
extremely high standards of safety required in today’s construction
industry. We work for the largest and biggest blue chip clients in the
UK who demand excellence from our organisation and we couldn’t
achieve this without Lighthouse Safety.

“

Danny Lucas, S Lucas Group Ltd

